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About This Game

A long time ago the world was ruled by a powerful evil force called "The Void". One day twelve heroes came together and
against all odds they were victorious. The void started to fade and the twelve heroes made their promise to the people, they will

continue their mission until no signs of that evil remain. The Order of XII was born.

Now many years later The Order continue with that oath, fighting creatures born from that evil. And so, Eleven arrives to his
destination. The distant region of Kafshir has been under the attack of ferocious creatures for weeks and the villages in the

region start to vanish across the region.

Will you help the people? Will you find out the truth behind these attacks?

Enjoy this narrative puzzle game with the main campaign, learn how the game works and face the challenge mode where all
mechanics come together in increasily harder puzzles.

Features:

 Campaign: first entry in our shared universe divided in 5 levels.
 Challenge Mode: Put the knowledge you got from the campaign to the real test. 25 single puzzles, no checkpoints and if
you don't have enough face the challenges plus. 5 more levels with increasing difficulty and each one longer than the
previous one.
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 Extras Mode: Find the secrets hidden in the campaign and unlock exclusive information about the world of The Order
of XII.
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Title: The Tower: The Order of XII
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Sword Garden Studios
Publisher:
Sword Garden Studios
Franchise:
The Order of XII
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Pentium 4415Y 1.60GHz

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Menus are not compatible with controllers. A keyboard and mouse are required to naviagate all menus.

English
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We Are Live!:
Hi everyone, Sword Garden Studios here. In the upcoming weeks we will be giving you more information about The Tower:
The Order of XII, when is coming out and how much it will cost.

And yes, a demo will be released for you to try out and see what is all about. In the meantime if you haven't done it yet, wishlist
the game please it will help us a lot.
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